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26/11 terrorists were given option to
surrender: Ex-NSG chief
TNN Nov 27, 2009, 09.20am IST

NEW DELHI: Former NSG chief J K Dutt has said that commandos who had cornered 26/11
terrorists at Mumbai's Taj and Oberoi hotels had "offered" the jihadis the option of
surrendering for a "fair trial" which contradicts the official position that no negotiations were
attempted.

In a TV interview, Dutt did not say there were negotiations but admitted that he wanted to
catch the terrorists alive. "...at one point we found that terrorists were very badly cornered...my
instructions were that the objective as far as possible was to take the terrorists alive...dead
terrorists were no use."
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Explaining his argument that terrorists should be taken alive, he said, "We could get so much
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information from them about funding, about the set up, their training, operators and things
like that. So when we found that we had these people cornered, we did make them an offer that
look why don't you surrender."

The NSG commandos told the terrorists that "...look surrender, you have no chance of escaping
from here and you give yourself up and we will from our side ensure that you are tried under
the due process of law." He said this was probably at both the hotels and was conveyed by
shouting out at the terrorists.

"Directly inside the hall voices resound and this was what was said," Dutt said, adding, "No it
was not a negotiation...I think my office remembered the objective that was laid (not to
negotiate)...but the reply was a string of abuses." Shooting and hurling of grenades obscured
whatever was further said.
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